Abstract. By means of a linear Superposition of a couple of tetrads, determining a selfdual type N @flat space and an anti-self-dual flat @ type N field, the most general non.twisting type N real vacuum solution of the Einstein equation is constructed.
Introduction
In spite of the big achievements of complex relativity theory I1-41, its contribution in the determination of real solutions is rather modes6 due to the sophisticated procedure [5] to be used to accomplish a 'real cut' of a given complex solution of the (complex) Einstein equations.
In [6] 'one sided' G x [-I, D x [-I and N x [-I complex solutions of the complex Einstein equations were provided. The authors expressed at that time the hope that such solutions could be important 'as basic and elementary bricks which, through a procedure of synthesis (at present [I9761 unknown) would generate physical real solutions'.
Besides the Rozga procedure, there exists a simple mechanism based on a linear superposition of the basis I-forms, corresponding to one sided self-dual and anti-self-dual gravitational fields, which permits one to construct real solutions from complex ones. This approach is useful, at least, for certain families of solutions. In this brief report we are concerned with a linear superposition of self-dual and antiself-dual non-twisting type N complex spaces to build up a real solution of the Einstein equations. We recall that working within the null tetrad formalism, the metric is given by g = 2e' 8 e' + ze3 B e4
(1) and the connections 1-forms r u b = I-["b] are determined from the first Cartan structure equations
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The second structure Cartan equations, within which the vacuum Einstein equations are in-built, can be decoupled into a self-dual and an anti-self-dual subspace of the space of 
The coefficients C'), a = 1, . . . ,5, are the weyl complex coefficients representing the weyl conformal tensor. The anti-self-dual sector, coexisting with the self-dual one, is given by
where the anti-self-dnal basic 2-forms xAB are
~'~= -e '~e~+ e '~e~ * SAS = -SAB.
-
For real Einstein spaces one requires:
where C.C. stands for complex conjugation. In complex relativity one does not impose the above relations on the 1-forms e', the 2-forms SAB and TAB, and the Weyl curvature coefficients C(") and From the point of view of complex relativity one may build up spaces of the form: any Petrov-type space flat space (on the self-dual sector) @ (on the anti-self-dual sector) by requiring the vanishing of the Weyl curvature coefficients ??a), describing the curvature of the anti-self-dual subspace. Of course, one can proceed in the converse direction, namely flat space any Petrov-type space (on the self-dual sector) @ (on the anti-self-dual sector). There arises an obvious question: can one construct real solutions of the Einstein equations via a simple procedure, say a linear superposition of the complex one-sided solutions?
The answer is positive at least for certain classes of one-sided solutions, as we shall see from a concrete example. @ is a complex parameter, f($, t ) is an arbitrary function of < and f such that &it. The symbol S is used in eQ(i) to denote that we are dealing with anti-self-dual gravitational fields. In general there do not exist any relationships between the parameters and functions defining self-and anti-self-dual gravitational fields. Thus, at this level, the function ? ($, t ) is not the complex conjugate of the function f ( f , t ) .
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The non-vanishing connection 1-forms resulting from the tetrad (12) are r31 = dt.
Substituting these expressions into the equations (5) one arrives at the curvature Weyl coefficients Fa),
Since the remaining r s are equal t o zero, 
(16)
Requiring the fulfilment of the complex conjugation conditions ez = C.C. e', e3 = C.C. e3, e4 = C.C. e4, the tetrad e" determines the real solution we are looking for. According to (16), the 'generated' tetrad for the sought N f 3 N gravitational field is given by
where now e and $ are complex conjugate variables, r and f are real coordinates, f (6, t ) and j ( { , t ) are complex conjugate functions, E and a are real parameters, and ,3 is a complex constant. The Ricci connections, associated with the tetrad (17), are equal to
Finally, as one might expect, the Weyl curvature coefficients are
-c(d = (-g)"-t'T * = a + / 9: + E + E t $ .
For these curvatures the Debever-Penrose equation possesses a quadrupole root. Thus, as it should be, the field obtained is of type N .
The metric structure, given by tetrad (17) 
The tetrads appearing in the right-hand side of this transformation are assumed to be the original (generated) ones, while the primed tetrads correspond to those of equation (20) .
Under a p-gauge, the Ricci connections transform as r42, = r42 + p(rlz + r34) + p2rsl -dp rlzr + r34, = rI2 + r34 + 2pr31 r31t = r31 rS2 = C.C. r31 . 
